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5.1.2 IP Header Compression (RFC 2507)

The detailed operation of the RFC 2507 header compression protocol is specified in IETF RFC 2507 [6]. The
mechanisms related to error recovery and packet reordering are also described in RFC 2507. These mechanisms shall be
included in the functionality of the header compression supported by PDCP. The implementation of the RFC 2507
header compression functionality is not covered in this specification and is left to the implementation.

5.1.2.1 Context identifiers

Context identifiers for RFC 2507 shall only be included in the RFC 2507 packet types format, as defined in [6].

5.1.2.2 Mapping of PID values for RFC 2507

PID values shall be mapped to the RFC 2507 header compression packet types in the order presented in Table 2 below
where "n" is the number of PID values already mapped to other protocol packet types.

Table 2: Mapping of PID values for RFC 2507 header compression protocol

PID value Optimisation method Packet type
n+1 RFC 2507 Full header
n+2 RFC 2507 Compressed TCP
n+3 RFC 2507 Compressed TCP non-delta
n+4 RFC 2507 Compressed non-TCP
n+5 RFC 2507 Context state

5.1.2.3           Management of Full Header transmission

Transmission of a full header packet may be controlled by the lower layer information.

For a TCP stream, if the PDCP receives from lower layer the information of failed transmission of a single packet, the
PDCP may send the next packet as a full header.

For a non-TCP stream, if the PDCP receives from lower layer the information of successful transmission of a full
header packet, the PDCP may stop sending a full header packet that contains the same full header as previously
transmitted one.
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